
Effectiveness And Practicality In 
Operating: Citation MANAGE™ 
Citation Manage is a Cloud- platform 
providing a systemic approach to help 
companies manage federal, state, and 
international laws and regulations more 
effectively, reduce environmental 
management costs and impacts, gain 
advantages in the marketplace, and achieve 
corporate ESG and sustainability.

Have assurance that your organization  
consistently achieves and sustains EHS 
compliance with all applicable regulatory 
agencies.

How Citation Manage Works

Users can build a complete compliance assurance management system by determining their legal 
register of applicable requirements, deciding on which regulatory mandated actions are required, 
and creating tasks that take those actions to the point of compliance in the field. These tasks include 
owners, due dates, and frequency, along with cloud-based evidence record capability. 

Key Advantages

• Cost-effective solution to minimize risk and maintain
compliance

• Personalized framework with fine-tuned applicability
to meet your organization goals and requirements

• Backed by 25+ years of domain expertise, both in the
United States and international markets

• Preserve corporate memory and consistency across
all company locations with the use of one platform

INCREASE PROFIT 
AND COMPLIANCE

In addition, regulatory updates associated to your project or any new 
regulations are automatically loaded into the system for your review. 
Here you can create a new version, with old versions of data saved 
and kept at the company’s disposal; This will assist with both internal 
and external audits, and compliance processes, by ensuring data is 
stored from specific times.

REDUCE OVERHEAD 
AND RISK



How Citation MANAGE™ 
Compares:

Small/medium scale operations 

who are looking for an affordable 

total compliance solution.

citationcompliance.com

info@citationmanage.com

CITATION MANAGE™ - 
INCLUSIVE SOLUTION

SPECIALIZED 
SOLUTION

Large scale operations who 

need applicability services for 

multiple operational sites.

Define regulatory applicability at the site and operation level through 

“yes or no” questions

Support in achieving ISO Certifications and ANSI standards through 

the creation of a high-quality Regulatory Register

Streamline operations by tracking impacting and non-impacting EHS 

regulatory changes that link directly to on-site tasks

Receive alerts identifying new, revised, or repealed regulations

Easily identify actions and outstanding tasks to consistently achieve 

and remain in compliance

Generate excel reports to include a compliance matrix, self 

assessment checklist, legal register, task status, or risk matrix

Create, track and write tasks for site specific sustainability principles 

and ESG metrics

Update reviews with versioning capabilities ensuring data is stored 

from specific times to assist with internal and external audits and 

compliance processes

Schedule individual or recurring tasks to ensure compliance 

obligations are met through everyday operations

Collect data for internal audits to identify gaps and ensure 
compliance with all applicable policies, procedures, high-level, 
detailed, and permit requirements

Build site and/or operations specific tasks with owners, due dates, 

descriptions, and evidence records

Manage compliance within Citation Compliance or a third-party 

Environmental Management Information System
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Get started today |

Citation’s Manage platform provides more than regulatory content by incorporating versioning, task 
writing, permit requirement tracking, risk assessment capabilities, and audit functionality. You can even 
build your EHS Legal Register or work on Sustainability Initiatives and ESG metrics all within Citation’s 
robust solution for EHS professionals.




